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ABSTRACT
In recent years we have seen a growing adoption of Archival Re-
source Key (ARK) identi�ers in France and in French-speaking
countries, a growing reliance on National Library of France (BnF)
ARKs for data dissemination, and a growing demand for data per-
manence from the BnF community – the French libraries. �e BnF
has acknowledged these changes through renewed e�orts in edu-
cation, communication, and development of good practices. �is
progress report describes the recent upsurge of interest in ARKs,
the main di�culties posed by identi�er management for the BnF
and its community, and �nally the “ARK Summit 2018”, a major
event in the construction of a francophone community of interest
around ARK identi�ers.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2014 the National Library of France (BnF) and the California
Digital Library (CDL) published a paper entitled “�e ARK Iden-
ti�er Scheme: Lessons Learnt at the BnF and �estions Yet Unan-
swered” [11]. Looking back over eight years of using Archival
Resource Key (ARK) identi�ers [9], the paper described how the
BnF had gained some solid experience in dealing with functional,
technical, and organizational issues in identi�er curation. Since
2014, the BnF has made consistent e�orts to inform cultural institu-
tions of the advantages of the ARK identi�er scheme, and adoption
has progressed signi�cantly in France – the number of registered
French-speaking organizations saw a 230% increase over the last
four years. During the same period, the BnF extended its use of
ARKs to new areas.

Interestingly, these two trends led the BnF, as well as other orga-
nizations, to face several new questions. ARKs began to be seen as
the identi�er of choice for internal BnF resources and for bridging
internal applications. Meanwhile, users began citing BnF ARKs ex-
tensively and started building cultural services on top of them. �is
forced the BnF to review its practices and technical framework for
assigning and resolving identi�ers, to evaluate its capacity to actu-
ally maintain access to resources, and to clarify its public promises
regarding stewardship. On their side, libraries, archives, museums,
publishers, and other private sector organizations began creating

ARKs with li�le knowledge of the cost and commitment that the
maintenance of long-term identi�ers implied. O�en the cost and
commitment for these institutions became more muddled because
control of their identi�ers was the responsibility of third-party data
dissemination system providers.

In order to be�er understand the community and to share the
bene�t of its own experiences, the BnF, with support from the CDL,
organized an international ARK Summit1 in March 2018, targeted
at the French-speaking community. Its goals were to get a sense
of the impact and adoption of ARKs in France, to establish more
consistent and robust guidelines for assignment and resolution
mechanisms, to help new ARK name assigning authorities get up
to speed, and to provide a place for all French-speaking institutions
to begin gathering into a community interested in long-term identi-
�ers. Discussions with participants highlighted the lack of speci�c
guidance on ARK implementation. �ey also raised awareness of
general, persistent access issues and of the role that the BnF, as
a leader of the professional community of French libraries, could
play as a national-level provider of expertise.

1 2014-2018: ARKS GAINING GROUND
1.1 Increasing Francophone Adoption
In March 2018 there were more than 210 French-speaking organiza-
tions (95% of which were French) registered in the ARK registry [12],
among a total of 550 registered organizations. �e percentage of
French-speaking institutions has been growing steadily, from 13%
in 2008, to 29% in 2013 and 36% in 2017. Figure 1 shows this pro-
gression.

Indeed, in 2014 a task force on persistent identi�ers was estab-
lished by the French Ministry of Culture, with representatives from
various cultural heritage organizations (libraries, archives, muse-
ums), which resulted in a “Vademecum on persistent identi�er im-
plementation for data producers” [6] published in April 2015. At the
same time, the 2015 revision of the “General Reference Framework
for Interoperability” for the public sector [2] mentioned the ARK
system as one of the three recommended standards for identi�ers,
along with URIs and ISNIs.

Meanwhile, in December 2014 the BnF was invited to present
the ARK system at a workshop2 of the European DASISH project,
dedicated to persistent identi�ers. �e subject of community adop-
tion and advocacy for ARKs was explicitly raised: the lack of a fully
structured community of potential adopters could turn to seem to
1h�p://www.bnf.fr/en/m anx articles/a.jp 180321 ark.html
2h�p://dasish.eu/dasishevents/pidworkshop/presentations/

http://www.bnf.fr/en/m_anx_articles/a.jp_180321_ark.html
http://dasish.eu/dasishevents/pidworkshop/presentations/
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Figure 1: Percentage of French-speaking Name Assigning
Authorities (NAAs) in the ARK registry.

have hindered ARK adoption, in spite of the high quality of the
speci�cation and overall system. �is highlighted the need for ARK
advocacy, an activity for which the BnF, as a major implementer
in Europe, was seen to be naturally suited. �e BnF took on this
task in France more energetically from that date on, and the ARK
system was thus introduced to various organizations representing
di�erent sectors in 2016 and 2017. �e BnF also introduced ARKs to
the Inist (French Institute for Scienti�c and Technical Information),
which built an on-line infrastructure for e-publications from the
research sector for the ISTEX3 project, a French program of acqui-
sitions of scienti�c resources (21 million in early 2018). �e BnF
also presented the ARK system to the French Ministry of Education,
which runs Eduthèque4, a portal aggregating educational resources
from public and private stakeholders for the bene�t of teachers
and students. In the education and research sectors, these outreach
e�orts have been seminal in advocating for persistent identi�ers in
general and ARKs in particular. �e BnF also conducted training
sessions with its digital library partners in 2016. Last but not least,
it gave a presentation to the archivist community at the triennial
French Archivists Forum5. �e session for the archivist community
was slightly di�erent, since archival institutions in France have
been using ARKs for a long time. �is is related to early adoption
of ARKs by vendors of records management systems and archival
portals, which supported ARK as the default identi�er. �is meant
that each new institution signing up with a vendor was registered
as a distinct new organization in the Name Assigning Authority
Number (NAAN) registry6 [12]. �ese sessions aimed at raising
awareness of the role of the institution in identi�er management
and persistence policy de�nition [7, 8].

1.2 ARKs at the BnF: a Complex Landscape
At the end of the 2000s, the BnF as a Name Assigning Author-
ity (NAA) had de�ned two major “subnaming authorities” that
assigned ARKs independently: the catalog of bibliographic records
and Gallica, the digital library of the BnF. �ese sub-NAAs e�ec-
tively assigned ARKs within two separate namespaces. Rather than
implementing a single resolver having full knowledge of all the
3h�p://inist-registry-3.ark.inist.fr/
4h�p://www.edutheque.fr/accueil.html
5h�p://forum2016.archivistes.org/
6�e registry reserves a unique 5-digit number for each assigning authority to begin
its ARKs, e.g., BnF’s look like ark:/12148/….
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Figure 2: BnF subnaming authorities and their correspond-
ing Name Mapping Authorities (NMAs).

ARKs created and their corresponding access Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs), the BnF developed an ARK “routing” application,
which simply associates a given ARK, according to its pre�x, with a
Name Mapping Authority (NMA), or “resolver”7. �e pre�x corre-
sponding to each sub-NAA is a short extension to the BnF NAAN,
sometimes called a ”shoulder”8, for example,

• ark:/12148/cb…
• ark:/12148/b…

In this way, each BnF subnaming authority was independent, and
the access URL could be easily deduced from the syntax of each
ARK. Upon access, redirection occurred only if an NMA could
not resolve an ARK; in this case, it used the routing application to
automatically forward the user to the correct NMA. �is techni-
cal choice, which was intended to simplify the resolution process,
worked well with these �rst two subnaming authorities and their
NMAs. Since then, new subnaming authorities, each of which as-
signs ARKs independently and without centralized control, have
continued to emerge. �is includes the two currently most impor-
tant sources of assignment, the preservation repository (SPAR) and
the BnF Manuscripts and Archives catalog9.

�e BnF now manages more than 50 di�erent websites; out of
which 16 act as ARK NMA resolvers. Figure 2 shows a simpli�ed
view of the publicly available resolvers.

It is worth noting that several NMAs now routinely resolve ARKs
that their respective sub-NAA did not assign. �e routing mecha-
nism is quite neutral, so everything works �ne despite signi�cant
di�erences in the access conditions, functionalities, and nature of
the identi�ed entities.

�us, ark:/12148/cb32800864g identi�es a periodical record
that can be displayed di�erently depending on whether one accesses
it via the BnF catalog10, the linked open data portal data.bnf.fr11 or
the new site “Presse locale ancienne”12, which for each newspaper
title identi�es physical and digitized copies in di�erent French or
foreign libraries. E�ectively, one uniquely identi�ed archival object
supports a variety of context-dependent access experiences.

One main incentive to assign ARKs came from BnF’s linked
open data policy to assign ARKs to datasets. Data providers are
7An NMA is a web server or local resolver that can take an incoming identi�er and
deliver (“map” it to) appropriate content.
8h�ps://ezid.cdlib.org/learn/id concepts
9h�p://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr
10h�p://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g
11h�p://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g
12h�p://presselocaleancienne.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g

http://inist-registry-3.ark.inist.fr/
http://www.edutheque.fr/accueil.html
http://forum2016.archivistes.org/
http://mandragore.bnf.fr
http://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr
http://data.bnf.fr
http://catalogue.bnf.fr
http://medaillesetantiques.bnf.fr
http://reliures.bnf.fr
http://presselocaleancienne.bnf.fr
http://bp16.bnf.fr
http://gallica.bnf.fr
http://images.bnf.fr
http://classes.bnf.fr
https://ezid.cdlib.org/learn/id_concepts
http://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g
http://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g
http://presselocaleancienne.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb32800864g


o�ered a trade: if they want to bene�t from the data.bnf.fr search
engine optimization features, they have to put some thought into a
persistence policy (elaborated below).

2 ARK IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
2.1 Users Working with ARKs in the Wild
When in 2014 the BnF decided to open up access to its metadata
using the “Licence Ouverte (Open License)” [10], ARK identi�ers
seemed the natural choice. As a consequence, ARKs are being
used to reference a wide diversity of recently exposed data. For
example, the Work13, Le Mystère de la chambre jaune has the action-
able ARK h�p://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb119626305; the use of frag-
ments (such as h�p://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb119626305#about)
allows to di�erentiate the record from the actual work in order to
a�ach di�erent statements on those distinct URIs – Le Mystère de la
chambre jaune was created in 1907, but the BnF record was created
in 1984. A similar distinction plays out for many other kinds of
entities described by records, including persons, subjects, places,
etc. All these entities have BnF ARKs. Yet another application of
ARKs, independent of semantic-web-related questions, came from
an open license requirement that we explicitly mention the source
whenever data was to be reused outside the BnF.

Due to public exposure of these identi�ers, external users are
able to link to them in a persistent and secure way. As an exam-
ple, Wikidata14 now recognizes “BnF ID”15 and “Gallica ID”16

properties for registering authorities and digital material identi�ers
that are linked to their ARKs. Continuing the previous example, the
Q2563691 entity in wikidata is linked to ark:/12148/cb119626305,
supporting reference and information extraction. �is, combined
with clustering and alignments done by “Virtual International Au-
thority File (VIAF)”17, has led to a signi�cant boost in usage. A
simple query shows that, in April 2018, among the 4 226 232 human
beings described in Wikidata, 334 069 were linked to their descrip-
tions in BnF (about 7%), and if we limit this to the 158 321 French
people, we have a 43% alignment rate (68 930). More interestingly,
these ARKs are also used to source the information.

�e wide visibility of these identi�ers exerts pressure on institu-
tions to ful�ll their commitments to them. Depending on the use
case, the object, and the institution, there is a variety of legitimate
ways to support persistence, immutability, and citability via stable
URLs. To avoid surprising users, persistent identi�ers need to have
clearly de�ned scope and persistence promises. For example, in
some portals that provide access to digitized civil registries, ARK
identi�ers are generated on demand to point to user-de�ned frag-
ments in digitized pages; UUIDs are generated as a basis for the
ARKs and a user is usually unaware that the archival institution
has no knowledge of or commitment to them. While this situation
is not desirable and ARKs are not the only kind of identi�er to
su�er from this kind of practice, ARKs do provide an “in�ection”
feature by which an end-user should be able to retrieve explicit
persistence policies. ARKs need not necessarily provide access to

13“Work” as de�ned in the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)
model
14h�ps://www.wikidata.org
15h�ps://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P268
16h�ps://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P4258
17h�ps://viaf.org/

objects forever, or even for the next year, but they need to be “talk-
ing identi�ers” that tell their end users what should be expected
about their persistence.

2.2 A BnF Concern: Reconciling Access
Persistence with Resource Mutability

As a leading institution among French libraries and a pioneering
user of ARK identi�ers, the BnF strove to set a good example by
building implementations that conformed to the spirit as well as to
the le�er of the ARK speci�cation. �e proliferation of BnF appli-
cations that manipulated ARKs, whether creating them or adapting
them to new services over existing resources, was starting to pose
problems. For example, the absence of a centralized knowledge
base of all identi�ers, their statuses, and resolution methods, was
forcing each NMA that consumed identi�ers to query the NMA
APIs of the subnaming authorities in order to resolve the ARKs that
they were simply reusing.

In addition, many cases of mutability complicated the situation.
Unlike published documents, for example, descriptive records pro-
duced by the BnF are subject to many changes in their lifecycles.
Even though metadata producers are strongly discouraged from
reusing a record for a document other than the one it originally
described, record deletion remains a residual practice, with no tomb-
stone mechanism (surrogate object indicating basic metadata, the
reason and the date when the resource became unavailable). When-
ever possible, metadata producers are encouraged to delete with
redirection, allowing the user to be automatically redirected to the
alternate resource. Another unaddressed problem is when a record
needs to be split, namely in the following cases:

• when cataloging is done with a progressive degree of preci-
sion (a resource describing a set of documents is produced,
then replaced by a series of resources describing individual
documents from the set);

• when an identi�er assigned to a subject term later becomes
obsolete (e.g., “Women in Mythology” becomes split into
“Women” and “Mythology”).

In the case of digital documents, the most common case of muta-
bility at the BnF happens when resources are withdrawn (“unpub-
lished”) by a collection manager. �e dissemination of the document
becomes restricted to the institution’s premises, sometimes for in-
tellectual property reasons, or because the original document was
digitized again and the older copy is considered obsolete. �ese
situations, coupled with the reuse of ARKs by NMAs that do not
control the identi�ers created in another database, make a strong
case for a centralized BnF knowledge base, and the publication of
honest persistence statements based on the institution’s real ability
to keep the resources accessible over the long term.

For the BnF preservation system, Scalable Preservation and
Archiving Repository (SPAR), the mutability of catalog resources
is a particularly crucial issue. �e reference information in SPAR
is based on a small set of descriptive metadata, mainly identi�ers
(ISBN, ISSN, ISRC, etc.). Among these, the ARK identi�er con-
stitutes a bridge to the complete object metadata in the catalogs.
Based on cold storage and a robotic tape library, SPAR is not up-
dated when the intellectual content description of its information
packages evolves in the catalogs. �us the mutability of descriptive

http://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb119626305
http://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb119626305#about
https://www.wikidata.org
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P268
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P4258
https://viaf.org/


Figure 3: Preservation Description Information (source: Fig-
ure 4-16 of the OAIS standard)

records leads to desynchronization that only the identi�er can mit-
igate. Operations on descriptive records that alter the association
between the identi�er and its resource (deletion or relocation of
digital copies) would otherwise compromise the ability of the digital
repository to access representation and Preservation Description
Information (PDI) [1] (Figure 3).

2.3 A Community Concern: Maintaining
Control over Identi�er Management

In many discussions we initiated with internal users at the BnF and
the French-speaking ARK community generally, it became clear
that basic understanding of persistent identi�ers is limited. For
example, people o�en mistakenly believe that ARKs (and other
persistent identi�ers) automatically, by technical magic, guarantee
reliable access forever. �e consequence is that archival organiza-
tions request identi�er assignment from providers of access services,
but such services might only commit to persistence for the duration
of their organizational contracts. In addition, mistrust of interna-
tional identi�er management services may also encourage creation
of homemade solutions. For example, OCLC’s failure in 2015 to
maintain PURL.org as a library community e�ort led some service
providers to abandon PURLs in favor of URLs that they can con-
trol themselves, even though the Internet Archive now maintains
PURL.org18.

In discussions with stakeholders in the archival sector, it be-
came clear that archival institutions should have control over their
identi�ers but o�en cannot or do not want to assert it. Most iden-
ti�er service design concerned minting and resolving rather than
long-term stewardship, for which the following questions should
be addressed by NAAs and NMAs:

• At what level of granularity should I mint an ARK? At the
level of an archival fonds, at the level of a document, or at
the level of a single page?

• What happens if my resource changes over time? For
instance, if I discover that a page is missing in a digitized
document that has been published, and I want to insert a
page, if the URL for the page contains an order number, an
insertion results in shi�ing URLs for all the pages a�er the
inserted page, which can cause citation problems.

Other questions to address concern overall interoperability at a
particular time and through time:

18h�p://blog.archive.org/2016/09/27/persistent-url-service-purl-org-now-run-by-
the-internet-archive/

• At a given time, how will a vendor achieve persistent access
for its ARK-based URLs if it does not also manage the
identi�ed assets themselves?

• �rough time, how will the ARKs outlive the so�ware and
organizations that minted and/or resolved them? Other
systems may implement ARKs with di�erent algorithm
and policy choices. Moreover, one organization may need
to import ARKs previously supported by a predecessor and
export them in turn to a successor.

In a nutshell, we found a strong need for organizations to take
on the task of identi�er policy de�nition: what should be identi�ed,
how might objects be expected to change, and what service can
be promised at a given time and through time? Institutions should
play a bigger role in controlling their identi�ers, and should real-
ize that this task is a core part of their digital asset management
activities. Unfortunately, dissemination and discovery tools are
currently concerned primarily with object access, in other words,
making ARKs actionable and building services on top of them. �e
vendors and heads of archival and library networks are likely the
best facilitators of the necessary changes, but the �rst step is to
raise awareness so that individual organizations begin to demand
guidance on best practices. �ese �ndings were all borne out at the
ARK Summit.

3 GOING TO THE NEXT STAGE
�e BnF is a seasoned practitioner, a center of expertise, and a pro-
moter of best practices and services for the francophone community.
Its role in helping French-speaking institutions overcome technical
and language barriers, still an important obstacle for many French
institutions, is crucial. E�orts to organize and strengthen ARK
implementations are split in three complementary directions:

• producing naming recommendations with respect to sub-
naming authorities and NMAs [5] 19, as well as supporting
organizations, within or outside the BnF that need to apply
them;

• raising awareness of good practices among data producers,
as persistence is not a mere technical question but requires
that agents who manipulate and produce data be conscious
of the impact of their actions on long-term citability;

• stressing the commitment, costs, skills, and infrastructure
required for identi�er management, while promoting and
expanding existing services for assignment, description,
and resolution of ARK identi�ers.

On March 21st 2018, these goals led the BnF to organize an ’ARK
Summit’, a French-speaking gathering which aimed to present the
principles ARK is based on, share best practices, take a glimpse of
the impact and adoption of ARK in France and get people from the
same professional sector to talk about persistent identi�cation.

3.1 �e ARK Summit, E�ect 1: from Individual
Users to a Community

�e ARK Summit was instrumental in raising community aware-
ness among a wide audience that included heritage institutions and
vendors from various sectors serving the French-speaking com-
munity. It was crucial to clarify that identi�ers can be easy to
19�ere are similar e�orts in other domains such as the one initiated by the Commi�ee
on Earth Observation Satellites [3]

http://blog.archive.org/2016/09/27/persistent-url-service-purl-org-now-run-by-the-internet-archive/
http://blog.archive.org/2016/09/27/persistent-url-service-purl-org-now-run-by-the-internet-archive/


understand, and that technical HTTP / URL considerations are just
a means to ensure persistent access to institutional objects. Service
design and identi�er management are squarely the institution’s
responsibility. �is is the �rst step before de�ning the technical
means of ful�lling that responsibility, whether by internal e�orts
or by delegating to an external operator (private vendor or public
operator).

�e “free ki�en” metaphor, borrowed from the open source com-
munity, was highly retweeted at the ARK Summit. Minting ARKs
is as easy as adopting an abandoned ki�en, but once you accept
responsibility, the young cat becomes a serious commitment, in-
volving mental load, time, and money. �is metaphor really helped
surface the o�en hidden responsibilities of practical persistent iden-
ti�er management.

To follow up the rich discussions and channel the energy engaged
during the day, an ARK French-speaking email discussion list20

was put in place by the BnF and its partners to complement the
English-speaking list21.

3.2 �e ARK Summit, E�ect 2: the Community,
our Best Allies

�e summit also had an unforeseen bene�t: it a�racted internal
a�ention to BnF’s own ARK implementation. As mentioned, the
BnF manages 12 subnaming authorities and almost 16 NMAs under
the bnf.fr domain name, all of which have independent implemen-
tation policies and autonomous road maps. Ma�ers of persistence
are o�en forgo�en in the incremental evolution of each road map,
and organizing the summit with more than 270 participants drew
internal a�ention to ARKs and persistent access. Not surprisingly,
in the weeks just before and a�er the event, the ARK team received
welcome feedback on implementation issues and broken links for
deleted, replaced or unpublished resources (both issues described
in section 2.2). �is momentum will be leveraged to improve the
BnF implementation and make it more consistent across its NMAs.

3.3 Beyond the Summit: Towards Shared
Governance of ARKs

�e ARK Summit also happened at a time when the CDL was
considering governance changes around ARKs. A�er having served
as the incubator for global ARK infrastructure since 2001, the CDL
considered it had gathered enough experience to initiate a joint
project with Duraspace called “ARKs in the open” [4]. �e primary
task of this project is to begin transitioning maintenance of that
infrastructure to a partnership with multiple global organizations
and community participants.

Notably, this means assembling an advisory group and working
groups to help guide its future, developing shared maintenance
procedures for the ARK NAAN registry, consulting with the com-
munity on requirements for a shared infrastructure and manage-
ment, and shepherding the ARK speci�cation through the IETF
RFC process to make it an Internet Standard. At the same time,
an experts group met on March 22nd at the BnF, the day a�er the
summit, and started considering some of those questions [13]. A
joint BnF-CDL online survey is being prepared to understand the

20arks-forum-fr@framalistes.org
21arks-forum@googlegroups.com

community be�er: how do providers use ARKs? For which objects?
What features do they implement? What challenges did they face or
are they currently facing? We believe these activities can usefully
align with the “ARKs in the Open” project.

CONCLUSION
Persistent identi�cation is like digital preservation: it is a path, not
a destination. In both pursuits, it is easier to know when one has
failed than when one has succeeded. In both pursuits, the experi-
ence of persistence through time will evolve along with technolo-
gies and user expectations, and it will be improved by continuous
discussion among the concerned community of users and providers.
ARKs have been around since 2001 and adopted by over 550 orga-
nizations. To follow the “free ki�en” metaphor, with well over a
hundred million ARK ki�ens born since 2001, the community at
large is now ever more mindful of the care and feeding required
for a robust experience of long-term access. �e ARK Summit at
BnF, the interest it raised in community building, and the lively
discussions that took place demonstrated the demand for this open
and �exible approach to stewarding heritage resources on the Web.
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